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BUILD
3,875,000+
BRANDS,
IMPROVE
REPUTATION,
AND
AMPLIFY
YOUR
CLIENT'S
MESSAGE

cumulative average monthly views across all Flag
Media publication sites

12+

online publications that cater themes in business,
finance, technology, health, sports and more. All
of our sites are connected and optimized, which
gives Flag Media properties the greatest impact
for optimal search results, viewership, exposure,
and engagement.

30+

Having a custom article or
feature story shared across the
Flag Media network could be
the most impactful business decision
you can make to help get your
clients’ the attention they deserve.

years of experience in brand strategy + PR

5

5 star rating by Google, and our clients!
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Credibility + Recognition + Attention +
Promotion + Reputation support +
Engagement + Awareness
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Flag Media is exclusively a
partner-focused business. We
provide our services and
resources to help build our
partners’ businesses.
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PARTNER BENEFITS

VISIT THE FLAG MEDIA PARTNER
PAGE TO SEE UPDATED FAQ ON:
Partner Benefits
FLAG ELITE program
FOUNDING PARTNER program
Placement Cost, Process, and Timeline
Promotion Strategies
COMMON QUESTIONS WE ANSWER…
What if we need articles written?
Yes, we can help!
Can we pre-pay and get a discount?
Yes, we have a FLAG ELITE wholesale program!
Are there additional charges to embed a video or more links?
No, it’s all included!
How long does it take to get published?
3 business days or less!
How do we choose publications?
You can pick from a list or we can help!
Will I get views?
Yes, the average is 500-800 organic views per article!
Can we post the publication logo on our social media and
promote that we’ve been featured?
Absolutely! We recommend it!

Your
Partner for
Innovation in
Promotion &
Exposure
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THIS COULD BE YOU
YOU
R
STO
GOE
S HE RY
RE!

Every article published
in one of our
publications can see a
few hundred to a few
thousand views!
Feature articles have
the ability to add text,
images, videos, and
links - multiplying the
touch points and
giving the client a
greater
opportunity for
Attention and
Engagement.
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